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Press Release 
 

Hardis Group launches Reflex TDK, a module designed to automate Reflex WMS's 
functional tests 
 
Available in open source, Reflex TDK allows companies which have developed specific features 
around Reflex WMS to design functional testing scenarios to execute. Objective: reduce manual 
tests to control the smooth running of Reflex WMS, especially when delivering new versions of 
the tool. 
 
Grenoble, August 24, 2016 - Hardis Group, a digital services company and software publisher, 
unveiled Reflex TDK (Test Development Kit), a new open source module designed to automate 
Reflex WMS's functional tests in Web version. Aimed at logistics providers and companies that 
have developed specific features or core models around its warehouse management software, 
Reflex TDK reduces time and costs related to non-regression tests, especially when delivering 
Reflex WMS's quarterly updates. 
 
Already used internally by Hardis Group's R&D teams to validate each update of Reflex WMS, the 
new TDK module aims to allow its customers, especially key accounts, to automate tests by 
creating and reusing typical scenarios on predefined logistical processes.  
 
Available in open source and published on Gerrit, Reflex TDK is divided into several Java's test 
libraries, which can be enriched by the users of the module. The contributions are based upon a 
validation workflow, to verify standard uses or naming rules. In addition to the free module 
provided to its community of customers, Hardis Group offers remote training and support services 
for its optimum use. 
 
About Hardis Group 

Hardis Group, a digital services company and software publisher, assists its customers in the transformation 
of their business model, their Supply Chain and their Information system. The company helps them become 
more competitive and increase their operational performance, creating and integrating business, 
technological and digital solutions tailored to their needs and issues. 
With its dual positioning, Hardis Group has developed expertise in the areas of banking, insurance and e-
health, distribution (CPG and luxury goods), industry and energy, logistics and transport services. This 
expertise now allows it to provide global responses, in an agile approach characterized by co-construction, 
innovation and continuous improvement. 
Since its creation in 1984, the company has built its growth on a pragmatic approach and values of 
efficiency and firm commitment both to its 2,500 clients and its 730 employees (25% of whom are also 
shareholders). In 2015, Hardis Group achieved a turnover of € 68.8 million. The Group has five offices in 
France: Grenoble (head office), Lyon, Paris, Lille and Nantes. 
www.hardis-group.com  
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